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Physical Science Context Lecture 2 The Earth and Sun's Magnetic Fields

This is an idealised picture as the field lines from the earth are distorted due to passing charged particles that are emitted by the sun which also create magnetic ... 
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Physical Science Context Lecture 2 The Earth and Sun's Magnetic Fields The earth is a huge magnetic and close to its surface it can be approximated as a bar magnet (a magnetic dipole) that is positioned in the centre of the earth as shown in figure 1.



Figure 1 This is an idealised picture as the field lines from the earth are distorted due to passing charged particles that are emitted by the sun which also create magnetic fields as a result of the currents that they form. Since the earth behaves as a magnet it has a north and a south pole which also defines the magnetic dipole. The geographic north and south poles define an imaginary axis upon which the earth rotates, the alignment of the earths magnetic field is at 11.5o with respect to this axis. The lines of the magnetic field emerge from the southern hemisphere and re-enter the earth through the northern hemisphere. The magnetic pole that is in the earth's northern hemisphere is known as the north magnetic pole but it is really the south pole of the Earth's magnetic dipole. The direction of the earth's magnetic field at any location on the surface is commonly specified in terms of two angles. The field declination is the angle (left or right), between geographic north and the horizontal component of the field. The field inclination angle is the angle (up or down) between a horizontal plane and the fields direction. Both of these angles are shown in figure 2.
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Field declination angle



N



θ φ Field inclination angle



S Figure 2 Magnetometers are devices which are used to measure these angles and hence determine the magnetic field. A compass and a dip meter are simple devices that allow rudimentary determination of the field. A compass is simply a needle-shaped magnet that is mounted so it can freely rotate about a vertical axis. When it is held in the horizontal plane, the north pole end of the needle points towards the geomagnetic north pole (which is really the south pole!). The angle between the needle and geographic north is the field declination. A dip meter is a similar device to the compass, which also has a needle shaped magnetic that is free to rotate about a horizontal axis. When its vertical plane of rotation is aligned with the direction of the compass, the angle between the meter's needle and the horizontal is the field inclination angle. At various locations on the earth, the magnetic field can differ a great deal which makes it useful for navigation. The earth's magnetic field also varies slowly as a function of time. These variations are usually measurable over a couple of years and over longer periods it can vary a great deal. For example between 1580 and 1820 the direction indicated by compass needles in London changed by 35o! Although the earth's magnetic field is constantly changing, the variations are slow over short time periods. Variations over longer time periods can be observed by measuring the magnetic field of the ocean floor on either side of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge as shown in figure 3. The floor has been formed as a result of molten magma that has come from the earth's interior. This magma solidifies and is pulled away as the tectonic plates drift apart at a Figure 3 rate of a few cm per year. In the solidification process the magma becomes weakly magnetised by the earth's magnetic Page 2 of 6
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field. The study of this solidified magma has revealed that the Earth's field reverses its polarity, (ie the directions of the North and South poles reverse) about every million years. The reason for this is not known. The Sun, Magnetosphere and the Aurora The Earth's magnetic field extends in to space and is responsible for our protection against high energy charged particles that are emitted from the sun. The sun, like the Earth, also has a magnetic field associated with it. The sun is effectively a ball of hot ionised gas which consists of electron and ions which is called a plasma. However, the source of the sun's magnetic field is different to that of the Earth's and is due to the movement of the charged particles that constitute the plasma. Since the charged



Figure 4a



Figure 4b



particles are moving, they create currents, and hence an associated magnetic field. This magnetic field is very dynamic and is responsible for some of the observed features on the sun such as sunspots and solar flares. Sunspots are regions where intense magnetic fields break through the surface of the sun ( the dark spots on the sun in figure 4a). Similarly solar flares (figure 4b) are large plasma emissions due to magnetic field dynamics. It is interesting to note that the maximum number of sunspots in a year is cyclic with a period of approximately ten years. A year that has a maximum number of sunspots is called a solar maximum. The cyclic behaviour of sunspots is very regular and has been observed for some time as figure 5 shows the measured number of sunspots as a function of year for the past 250 years! The cycles are thought to be due to the poles of the sun's magnetic field reversing every 10 years.
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Figure 5



The sun is continuously emiting high energy charged particles, some of which are direction towards the earth. This stream of high energy charged particles is called the solar wind and is partly responsibly for a comet's tail always pointing away from the sun. Since these particles have a high energy, they are quite destructive. Fortunately the Earth's magnetic field away from the surface of the earth (the magnetosphere) prevents most of these particles from reaching the surface of the earth as a result of the magnetic force deflecting the charged particles. Since the solar wind consist of moving charges and hence create a current, they also create a magnetic fields which can greatly distort the magnetosphere. This is depicted in figure 6.



The sun emitting charged particles which is distorting the magnetosphere Figure 6
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During a solar maximum, the sun is particularly active and the stream of charged particles is usually much higher. This can disrupt radio communications and greatly effect man-made satellites that orbit the earth as they are not as well protected by the magnetosphere. Solar flares are particularly dangerous as they are accompanied by a very high emission of charged particles which can greatly effect the earth's field and induce currents in power lines . This is due to the fact that time varying magnetic fields create induced emfs. These currents in conductors from such induced emfs can overload electrical networks which can result in a catastrophic power failure. We can roughly determine the trajectories of charged particles interacting with the magnetosphere by recalling the expression for the force on a moving charged particle interacting with a magnetic field viz: F = qv × B A particle parallel to the magnetic field will feel no force (since the cross product will yield zero) while one that is perpendicular to it experiences the maximum force and the particle will move in a circular trajectory with a radius of orbit given by r=



mv qB



In most cases, the charged particles travel with a velocity which has components parallel and perpendicular to the earth's magnetic field and in such cases the particles move in helical orbits towards the magnetic poles as shown in figure 7 which depicts an electron's motion toward the northern pole.



Figure 7



The charged particles that are directed towards the poles due to the earth's magnetic field are responsible for the phenomena know as the aurora or the "Northern/Southern" lights. These are colourful light displays that appear in the upper
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atmosphere and are a result of the electrons colliding with gas atoms in the earth's upper atmosphere. In the collision process, a transfer of energy from the electron to the gas atoms may occur. The gas atoms later release this energy in the form of photons (light bundles) as they return to their minimal energy state (You will learn more about these processes in Physics B). The different colours of the lights observed in the aurora are due to different atoms being excited. Some of the different light colours are also a result of different amounts of energy released by the atoms. A typical aurora is shown in figure 8.



Figure 8



The sun provides the earth with energy which in turn has let life evolve on the planet. However, the sun also produces high energy charged particles that would soon destroy life on the earth if it was not for the protection of the earth's magnetosphere.
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